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THE SYNOPSIS 
ORPHEUS IN THE UNDERWORLD 

Eurydice longs to be rid of her boring musician husband so that she can 
romance with Pluto, God of the Underworld, in his earthly di sg uise as 
Aristee. When an unfortunate snake bite claims her life, Eurydice is 
transported to Hell by the lascivious Pluto. Orpheus, her husband, is 
delighted at the news of her demise which leaves him free to engage in his 
own extra-marital affairs. However , Public Opinion arrives and compels him 
to undertake a journey to Hea ven to beg Jupiter for the return of his beloved 
wife, for the sake of appearances, of course. 

The gods are discovered lounging about on Mount Olympus. Jupiter 
has heard of Pluto 's abduction of Eurydice in whom he, too, has an interest. 
Under pressure from Public Opinion to restore Eurydice to Orpheus, Jupiter 
makes the decision to travel to Hell in person to see that justice is done - as 
well as to personally investigate the young lady's charms. At the last 
moment, he agrees to take everyone along on his trip to the Underworld . 

Eurydice is languishing in Pluto's boudoir under the unwelcome 
attention of Pluto's manservant, John Styx. Jupiter arrives and his suspicions 
that Eurydice has been incarcerated somewhere on the premises are soon 
confirmed by Cupid and her team of detectives. Transformed into a giant 
insect, Jupiter tantalizes and then seduces Eurydice. He promises to take her 
to Mount Olym pus after the party which Pluto is throwing for his guests . At 
the crucial moment, Orpheus, under the watchful eye of Public Opinion, 
arrives to make yet another appeal for the return of his wife. Jupiter solves 
the dilemma which leav es everyone - well, almost everyone - exhilarated and 
happy. 

PHOENIX PHACT: Theatre student, Medina Hahn, who you will see 
featured in out next production Stepping Out is workshopping Sex The 
Musical for the Belfry Theatre, a new show written by MFA Graduate in 
Directing, Ross Desprez. 

DOCTOR BULL'S OFFICE 
18 - 1537 Hillside 

Victoria, B.C. VBT 2C1 
TELEPHONE: 595-3322 
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LIGHTING ACCORDING TO TRACY ... 
I wanted to do something different with this space -- Designer's Notes 

if you will. I, originally, came from Ontario and received my BA in English 
and Theatre at the University of Guelph in 1995. In the two years here at the 
Phoenix, I have assisted Allan Stichbury in his wonderful lighting designs for 
Jennie's Story and The Learned Ladies, and Giles Hogya with his exotic 
lighting design for Salome. I, myself, have designed lights for Love of the 
Nightingale, all the PST '96 shows, Melville Boys, This is for You, Anna, and 
Hush, and of course, Orpheus in the Underworld. I was also the Festival 
Lighting Coordinator for the Beckett Festival. 

The most vital thing that I will take away from my two years at UVic is 
the necessity of communication. Without communication, there is no design 
and I have . found that good communication often shows up as a good design. 
A lighting designer must take into consideration not just the director's 
vision, but the set and costume designers' concepts as well. In a perfect world, 
we'll have the same goals, concepts and visions. In the real world, this is 
often not the case and the ONLY way to achieve a cohesive visual concept is 
to talk and to listen. 

Of course, no one is 100% altruistic and the lighting designer also 
wishes to express her vision. She uses a pallet of light and shadow, texture, 
and a large range of colour to do this . With this pallet, she paints the long 
suffering actor, the stage, the costume -- in short, everything, with her lights. 

In this play, I am working with polarities and extremes. Man's World 
is too much -- too much colour, too much texture , too much glare -- after all, 
we have always had a problem with balance . Heaven is a solid sheet of ligh t 
coloured white on blue with shadows and texture eliminated as much as 
possible. Hell is far more fun. Lights appear from many different angles and 
is heavily textured and shadows are encouraged to express our darkness. 
These lights communicate. They talk to the opera and about the opera. They 
have a lot to say about us and even, about me. 

Tracy Harrington 
MFA Candidate in Design 
Specializing in Lighting 

PHOENIX PHACT: Orpheus is Lighting Designer, Tracy Harrington's thesis 
production, on the road to obtaining her MFA Degree in Design. 
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Tracy Harrington, MF A Candidate, specializing in lighting 
checks out some colored gel for her lighting design. 
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Canada V~R 1 G4 
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Fax: 595 -6315 
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THE OFFENBACH LEGEND 
OF ORPHEUS 

During its premiere stage run in 1858, Jacques Offenbach's Orpheus In 
The Underworld burst pocket-books and bellies alike. The broadly satirical 
tone of the work, which pokes fun at Classical mythology, Glucks's operatic 
setting of the Orpheus legend, as well as contemporary society, generated 
ample controversy and self-promotion. The key ingredient of this succes de 
scandale, however, was a local critic by the name of Jules Janin. Week after 
week, his Journal des Debats was filled with charges of artistic sacrilege which 
touched upon every aspect of the production. Offenbach, together with his 
literary collaborators Hector Cremieux and Ludovic Halevy, patiently waited 
until Janin turned the spotlight of his attack on the libretto of Orpheus. This 
happened in due course and the creators delighted in finally being able to play 
their ace. They had used, in their libretto, text lifted verbatim from one of 
Janin's own columns from earlier that year. Cremieux was quick to share this 
titbit with Parisian society in the pages of Figaro. The mouthpiece of piety had 
served his purpose and, not surprisingly, conceded. · 

By the end of the Janin scandal, Orpheus was a slick and smoothly
running show. Curiosity seekers encountering the work first-hand 
discovered the satire to be of a light-hearted nature, and generic as much as it 
was specific. Many responded to its far-reaching invitation to join in the fun . 
The Orpheus success was a timely one. Despite the relative popularity of 
Offenbach's earlier thirty-three production, the composer had consistently 
managed to operate his theatre the Bouffes-Parisian in the red. With 
Orpheus, the box-office receipts were substantial enough that Offenbach's 
extravagances no longer jeopardized his personal finances or those of the 
theatre. Everyone shared in the success. The chorus and orchestra grew, as 
did the salaries. At the close of its initial two hundred and twenty-eight 
performance run, the Orpheus project had grown considerably. Furthermore, 
it had become downright fashionable. Night after night the reveling Gods 
brought the house down with the infectious rhythms and frenetic pacing of 
the still famous cancan . A once outmoded dance, Offenbach 's cancan became 
a symbol of flamboyance and vitality, later captured in Toulouse-Lautrec's 
Moulin Rouge posters and very much in evidence today on the dance stages 
of Las Vegas. 
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.. . THE OFFENBACH LEGEND OF ORPHEUS 

The unprecedented recognition and financial security which Orpheus 
afforded Offenbach even helped to secure him French citizenship. The 
Emperor Napoleon III commanded and honoured a special performance of 
Orpheus as the feature of a gala event at Paris 's Italian Opera in 1860. 
Performances of Orpheus soon conquered international stages as well, 
including those of Offenbach 's native Germany. After a carefully nurtured 
early career, Orpheus began to lead a somewhat independent life and 
Offenbach turned his creative energies to new opera-bouffes, opera comiques, 
operettas and the like . Many were subtle reworkings of the successful 
ingredients of Orpheus; satires of other mythological legends and over 
revered composers. However, in 1874, after premiering no less than fifty 
more works, Offenbach again focused his attention on Orpheus. What has 
originally catapulted him into the realm of larger-scale works was further 
transformed into an operetta on a truly grand scale. Each of the original four 
scenes became an act in its own right . Contemporary revivals of Orpheus 
include the concise as well as augmented versions. 

Unlike many satirical works, the success of Orpheus has never hinged 
solely on audiences getting a bunch of "inside jokes", although they certainly 
add another layer of merry-making. The young painter Gustav Dore laced the 
original costumes and set designs with witty allusions to Napoleon III and his 
court, whose amorous and other intrigues strikingl y resembled those of 
Orpheus' Gods and were much discussed in the tabloids of the day. 
Subsequent designers and directors have found ample personalities and 
activities with which to under score the work's ongoing topicality . Even 
without such pointed references , Orpheus ' Gods embody an abundance of 
very human frailties and idiosyncrasies which will undoubtedly remain 
recognizable for audiences yet to come . 

Katherine Syer 
School of Music 

PHOEN IX PHACT: Richard Stille, one of our two M.F.A. Candidates in 
Directing has just directed the popular production of Neil Simon's Chapter 
Two for the Victoria Theatre Guild at Langham Court. He was assisted by 
Monica Graham and Galen Olstead , also of the Depar tment of Theatre. 
Featur ed in thi s produ ction were two of our former stud ent s, Bernadette 
McKel vey and Suzanne Isacson . Chet Culham des igne d the set, Tim Crofton 
design ed lights , Louise Anderson (Orpheus' Stage Mana ger) designed the 
Costumes , Sound Desi gn was by Matt Husack and Robert Holliston, Connie 
Beel was Stage Manager, Jennifer Swan, Assistant Stage Manager. 
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MUSICAL NOTES 

Opera Nova is the opera program within The School of Music 
designed to give operatic experience to our voice students. In the past five 
years we have presented our singers in such diverse operas as Night 
Blooming Cereus by John Beckwith, Prima Donna by Arthur Benjamin, S uor 
Angelica by Puccini and The Beggar's Opera. Each year we have become a 
little more ambitious, and it has been gratifying that our last two productions 
have played to sold out houses. Those houses were in our Recital Hall, 
transformed for the occasions into a theatre. With help from the Theatre 
Department we have always managed to create strong effects with a 
minimum of resources, but it had always been a wish of mine to be able to 
give the students a real theatrical experience in a real theatre. 

With this in mind, two years ago I approached the Theatre Department 
with the idea of doing Orpheus in the Underworld as a joint production in 
which the theatre students would participate equally with the music students. 
What you are about to see then is a first, a production in which the 
considerable resources of both departments have shared their expertise, their 
students, and their faculty to give you an unforgettable evening of outrageous 
musical theatre. 

To have enjoyed the corning together of two disciplines (which since 
the beginning of time have always gone hand in hand) has been an exciting 
experience for all of us. 
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Alexandra Browning 
Musical Director 

PHOENIX PHACT: MFA Design Graduate, Dany Lyne will design the 
Costumes for the 1997 Stratford production of Romeo and Juliet. 



PRODUCTION TEAM FOR ORPHEUS 

Production Manager ........................................................... Gysbertus Timmermans* 
Technical Director ........................................................................... .. ,Steve Vrooman* 
Assistant Stage Managers .......... Carleigh Baker, Paul Donison, Lindsay Walker 
Electrician ................................................................................................. Brendan Keith 
Lighting Board Operators ........................................... Aaron Martin, Sarah Korzan 
Sound Board Operator ....................................................................... Michelle Deines 
Properties Supervisor .............................................................. ......... Misha Koslovsky 
Properties Assistant .................................................................... Margaret Handford 
Properties Tearn ................................. Garth Johnson, Aaron Martin, Chris Oliver 
Properties Builders ................... Jeff Henry, Erin Macklem, Denise de Montreuil 
Head of Scenic Construction ............................................................ Charles Procure * 
Assistant Carpenter .......................................................................... Jererny Gordaneer 
Scenic Construction Team .............. Kellie Barnum , Justin Border, Alan Lundy, 

Nicola Schicchi, Lindsay Walker 
Head of Wardrobe/Cutter .................................................................... Karla D. Stout* 
Costume Shop Assistant.. ........................................ ................................. Karen Levis 
Costume Design Tearn .... Erin Macklem, Amber McGregor, Allison Bottomley 
Costume Construction Assistants ................................... Mairi Babb, Connie Beel, 

Allison Bottomley, Doris Bottoni, Carrie Costello, Lana Manuel, 
Michelle Monteith, Amber MacGregor, Elizabeth Reid 

Millinery ....................................................................................................... Connie Beel 
Hair Dresser ................................................................................................ Doris Bottoni 
Co-ordinating Wardrobe Supervisor ............................. .............. Marlis Schweitzer 
Wardrobe Supervisors ...................... .. Genevieve Charbonneau, Heather Young 
Dressers ........................... Scott Roberts, Mary Simpson, Jaime Yard, Christopher 

Bradburn, Kris Johnston, Ellen Bjelica, Maria Dimas 
Stage Crew ..................................................... Michael Armstrong, Mike Dirnarnbro, 

Alexander Cameron, Jennifer Deslippe 
Technical Crew for Set, Props, Costumes, 

Lighting and Ushering ................................................... Theatre 105 Students 
Theatre Manager ............................................................................. Bindon Kinghorn* 
Assistant Theatre Manager ......................................................... .. .Sandra Guerreiro* 
Publicity /Program Editor ...... · ............................................................... Marnie Crowe* 
Pho tograph y .................................................................................................... Don Pierce 
Graphic Design ..................................................................................... Adarn Sawatsky 
Front Of House Managers ....................... Jasrnine Lapointe-Turk, Shendah Sebel 
Box Office ...................... ............... .Shannan Calcutt, Kirn Pinel, Louise Anderson, 

Gwyneth McIntosh, Arny Benson, Helen Devine, Michelle Graham 
Opening Night Reception ................................................. Kirn Pinel, Helen Devine 
Opening Night Bar .............................................................. University Food Services 

* Theatre Department 
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Director , David Walsh with Lesley O'Connor and 
Om Mogerman in rehearsal. 

OFFENBACH THEN ... 
Perhaps th e greatest feather in the cap of Jacques Offenbach, 'musicien 

extraordinaire' of the Second Empire, was that for over thirty years he 
successfully, and brilliantly, bit the hand that fed him - or at lea st snapped at 
it. Variously dubbed the Emperor of Waltz, the King of Operetta and, most 
revealingly perhaps, the 'unofficial opposition' in France, the man born in a 
Jewish ghetto in Cologne, spent an entire career aspiring to be a part of the 
very system which he so deliciously satirized in his works. Together with 
another German ex-patriate, Ludovic Halevy, Offenbach transformed the 
operetta (itself a foreign invention) into the greatest musical expression of 
Parisian life in the Second Empire . Denied access to the 'Opera', Offenbach 
built his own theatre, the Bouffes-Parisiens ', to perform his operettas, which 
bore the same relation to grand opera as revue and striptease might today . In 
its time, the famous cancan, which had been imported from North Africa was 
considered outrageously provocative - even scandalous. When Offenbach 
and his librettist, Halevy ridiculed the gods, goddesses and mortals of ancient 
mythology they were really holding up a mirror to the foibles and follies of 
their own society . Their music theatre creations rippled with wit, intelligence 
and humour - penetrating the soft underbelly of a society dancing frenetically 
and blindly to the edge of the abyss yawning before it. When Emperor-Louis 
Napoleon slipped away to exile in England following France's humiliating 
capitulation to Bismarck's Prussian army on September 2, 1870, the Second 
Empire came ingloriously to an end . With its demise, the operetta, which 
required the Empire for its own success, faded away like mist in the rtight. 
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... AND NOW! 
In preparing Orpheus In The Underworld for this production, Allan 

Stichbury ( Set Designer) and Mary Kerr (Costume Designer) and I began wi th 
the assumption that most of the political and social (not to mention musical) 
humour, which would have so stimulated and delighted Offenbach's public, 
was unlikely to have much resonance for a contemporary, North American 
audience. Our challenge, then, became how to recreate the inherent 
atmosphere of the original in some twentieth century manifesta tion so that 
the wit and danger of the satire became apparent and access ible. The notion 
of using Hollywood as a metaphor for Olympus was very appealing. In our 
collective fantasies, Holl ywood has always been the escapist paradise , the 
dream world to which every young boy or girl at some point aspires. The 
gossip columns (represented here by Public Opinion) tell us that the picture is 
not quite as rosy as we imagine, but we still love to believe in the myths. Hell 
then becomes the place where one and all, gods and mortals alike, can go to 
let their hair down. 

Taking our cue from Maestro Offenbach himself, we have played very 
fast and loose with myths and tradition, time period and visual style, to 
present this quintessential representation of operetta as a weapon of sa tire 
wrapped in a musical bouquet with all the verve, aplomb and racy spiri t of 
the original. We hope you enjoy it. 

David Walsh 
Stage Director 

L 

PHOENIX PHACT: Mairi Babb, Cupid in Orpheus has won the coveted role of 
Eliza Doolittle in the Victoria Operatic Society production of My Fair Lady. 
Former Student, Bonnie Mathers is directing. 

CINEM~IDEO 
"The Brightest in En tertain

ment" 

l:lroadrnc.id Vill'1gc 
777 Koy a l Oak Driv e, Vic toria , l:l.C. 
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Univ e rsi ty r l eig hl s Shorrinq Pla rn 
3990 She lb ourc Street. Victoria , l:l.C. 

\ 'HN 3 t: I "B°: 72 1-33 43 

UVic 
Housing, Food & Conference Services 

Let us make your event special. 

New Cadboro Conference Centre 
Wme & Cheese receptions 

Very reasonable rates 
Residence accommodations 
Banquets & Special Events 

721-8433 
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THE CAST OF ORPHEUS 
(In order of appearance) 

PUBLIC OPINION ............. SUE KELLY• KRISTIN NOWOSAD .. 
PRIMROSE ... ..... ........................... SARA TOPHAM 
EURYDICE ... ............................... CARLENE WIEBE 
ORPHEUS ............... ................... .. KEN LAVIGNE 
PLUTO ..................... ... ................ CAM CULHAM 
JUPITER ... .............. . PETER COLLINS•• OM MOGERMAN • 
JUNO ................ LESLEY O'CONNOR .. STACEY STORREY• 
VENUS . . ............. ...... . .... ... ... JANELLE McWHIRTER 
CUPID .............. ..... .... . ........ ... ..... MAIRI BABB 
MARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . BRIAN ARENS 
MORPHEUS .... ........... SARA TOPHAM and JODI TRUSCOTT 
DIANA ... . ...... .... ... . ............. . ..... LAURA WHALEN 
MERCURE .. . .......................... MARLIS SCHWEITZER 
JOHN STYX . . . ........ . ......... . ....... .. . BILL MACKWOOD 
CEREBUS ............ ............. . .... VICTORIA PEACOCK 

EURYDICE UNDERSTUDY. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . NONALEE DONG 
MERCURE UNDERSTUDY ........ ... . ........ . . KATHY CONEYS 

• Performance February 12, 14, 17, 19 & 21 
.. Performance February 11, 13, 15, 18, 20 & 22 

BETH ADAIR 
DAVID BROWN 
SUSAN BLACK 
ODESSA MUELLER 
KA THY CONEYS 
LISETT RAPOSO 
NONALEE DONG 
STEPHANIE GILL 
JAMES HALLAM 
GWYNETH MclNTOSH 
KRISTA McKEACHIE 

CHORUS 

JASON MITCHELL 
MIKE MELNICK 
MORGAN COLLINS 
HEIDI MEUNDEL 
MONICA DOOLEY 
JESSICA RAPP 
MILOS REPICKY 
NOREEN SMITH 
LINDSAY STERK 
JAMES UPTON 



ORCHESTRA PERSONNEL 
February 11, 12, 14, 17, 19, 21 Performances 

Violin I 

Violin II 

Viola 

Cello 

Double 
Bass 

Chloe Kohut 
Nancy Case 
Germaine Foofat 
Freya Putt 

Gabriel Solomon 
Katie Lee 

Mieka Kohut 
Alexis More 

Cynthia Martens 
Suzanne Finger 

Mark Beaty 

Flute Christa Monasch 

Oboe 

Clarinet 

Bassoon 

Horn 

Trumpet 

Tracy Wright 

Ilona Barber 

Jace Stearn 

Kristin Yerex 

Jeffery Wegner 

Trombone Christian Nielsen 

Timpani & 
Percussion Jonathan Eng 

February 13, 15, 18, 20, 22 - Performances 

Violin I 

Violin II 

Viola 

Cello 

Double 
Bass 

Jill Wiwcharuk 
Margaret Dzbik 
Jody Mcivor 
Megan Chapelas 

Christina Gray 
Klisala Harrison 

Robin Streb 
Capella Sherwood 

Gillian Wayman 
Jennifer Moersch 

Pablo Seib 

Flute 

Oboe 

Clarinet 

Bassoon 

Horn 

Trumpet 

Erin Bardua 

Elizabeth Crawford 

Adrian Peters 

Olivia Martin 

Sarah Wendt 

Niki Bysouth 

Trombone Matt Wallace 

Timpani & 
Percussion Anita Bonkowski 

Orchestra Stage Manager ........... Pablo Seib 
Orchestra Librarian ..... . ........... Kristin Yerex 
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Technics® 
The science of sound 

Namdor Reinforcing Steel (1987) 
Ltd. 
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St. Charles Manor Ltd. 
1006 St. Charles St. Victoria, B.C. 

595-4255 

Capri Motel 
21 East Gorge Rd. Victoria, B.C. 

1!' 384-0521 

Westhall Crane Truck Service 
2260 Westerhall Place R.R.#3 
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POP. • • ACCORDING TO PATI 
Do you go to the art gallery once a week darling? Do you go to the 

supermarket, then? No, and Yes? Well, now, what if I told you that your 
supermarket is an art gallery?? Just think! Color! Composition! Jumbo Size! 
33%more for free! Cheap and Chic, darling, and it's all Art! Take it home! 
Hang it on your wall . . . um, what? 

Oh, you only consider those paintings by the guy who ran around 
splashing paint (right out of a can, even!) onto his canvasses to be Art-with-a
capital-A? That abstract stuff? What's that called? Hmmm. Action Painting, 
oh yes . Abstract Expre ssionism . . . because it was done by some balding, 
drunk guy in his ivory tower of self-imposed exile from society, so "sensitive" 
that he had to portra y his inner-most feelings as messy layers of paint ... 
Right? Ah, Um of course ... how . . . abstract. How expressive. If it is 
abstract, then it is real art, I guess. Well darling there is a whole other world 
out there that you're missing. "pop" as in Popular . . . as in their subject 
matter . . . , let me start at the beginning. 

American Pop Art was a realist "movement " that began in the early 
1960's in New York, mostly. It occurred in reaction to the all-encompassing 
oppressiveness of modern Abstract art (at its height in the 1950's) and its 
turbulent emotional trappings. That Abstract Expressionist stuff, and so on. 
Apparently, unbeknownst to one another (although who's to say really . . ) a 
group of young artists began creating and exhibiting within the traditiona l 
gallery system, paintings and sculpture that made use of objects and subject 
matter taken from everyday billboards, Hollywood stars and consumer 
products like Campbell's soup, as subjects for their work. And, darling, they 
did not even TRY to change anything, to make the trashy things look more 
"arty". They played with them. They made them BIGGER, BRIGHTER, more 
GLARING and PLASTIC, and IN-YOUR-FACE than such things already were. 
They EXAGGERATED everything, and changed nothing-interfering not at all 
with the recognisability of those cans of soup and comic book characters. It 
was all very "cool". And these little pieces of everyday life were hung in the 
hallowed halls of art galleries and museums. 

"Horrors" screamed the art critics (and the abstract artists). "Go back to 
your pre-assigned ivory towers and Emote Creatively! Superman is not Art. 
Now splash that paint with Conviction!" "No!" they cried. "We will not 
pretend that the society in which we live does not exist for us! No one can do 
this, and who would want to? We LIKE Superman and Elvis, and we feel 
that they illustrate what our society is all about. So we will put them in our 
art. So there. You can't ignore us forever." 

PHOENIX PHACT: Om Mogerman, Jupiter, will be performing in Pacific 
Opera's production of Tosca. 
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POP CONTINUED ... 

And indeed, darling, if Modern art succeeded in fully exploring the 
idea of "art for Art's sake," then the Pop artists brought about a return to the 
"topical" in art. Only by the time they did this, the outward appearance of 
society had changed. A view out of a window in New York would give you 
the neon signs of Times Square, not the languid sunny pastures or even the 
horse-drawn carriages of previous, and not always so distant, eras. The new 
environment was Day-Glo bright, noisy, fabricated, and Larger than Life. 
Enter the Pop artists, raised in this plastic world with their paintings that 

· would meld spaghetti the thickness of firehoses, with the grill of a new Ford 
car; exhibiting two foot high soup cans; and constructing a three-dimensional, 
six foot in diameter stuffed hamburger topped with a twelve-inch ·slice of 
sweet pickle. 

In contrast to the abstract work favored by "high" art circles, Pop art was 
enthusiastically received by the consumers of "low" art - the general public. 
Artist Andy Warhol (who painted the soup cans, among other things) caused 
a riot upon his appearance at one of his solo-show gallery openings. The 
room was so packed with fans of the artist, that the paintings had to be taken 
off the walls. Andy and his companion, Edie Sedgewick, became the show. 
They had to exit the room via the fire escape. It was all so very Pop, don't you 
see, darling? The artist became the art! 

By this point, Pop had become more than an art movement, it was all 
of those things that one associates with the sixties - the scene (be IN!), the 
fashion (think Minimum skirt - Maximum impact), the music (loud), design, 
and architecture (bold and primary) ... even the look of advertising and the 
media went "Pop", in a strange cross-fertilization of ideas and influences. 
The high energy of the decade was fueled by the forward-thinking, all
embracing Pop mentality. As Andy Warhol once said; "Once you "got' Pop, 
you could never see America the same way again ... all you had to do was 
know you were in the future, and that's what put you there." And the future 
presented by Pop was big, bright, and happening all around you, darling. 

Pati Tozer 
History In Art 

PHOENIX PHACT: BFA Graduate, Tobi Hunt is currently working for The 
Manitoba Theatre Centre on the production of Death of a Salesman 
featuring Broadway actor Judd Hirsch. 
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STEPPING OUT .. . TO DINNER THEATRE 

The next mainstage production a t the Phoenix Th eatres 1s a 
presentation of Richard Harris' Musical, STEPPIN.G OUT. 

The 4th year acting class is featured in this delightful and poignan t 
blend of comedy, drama , music and dance. 

If you haven 't already experienced the Phoenix Theatre 's Dinner 
Theatre, this is a perfect opportunity to do so . 

The selected Buffet menu inclu des: 

Soup 

Smoked Salmon 
Chowder 

Side Dishes 

Salad 

Spring Mix 
Apple & Wa_lnut 
Tomato & Green Bean 
with red wine viniagrette 

Potato Salad 
Coleslaw 
Fruit Salad 

Dessert 

Fresh Garden Vegetables 
Stuffed Baked Potatoes 
Variety of Fresh Rolls 

Peach Melba 

En trees 

Roast Beef & 
Yorkshire Pudding 
Chicken Po t Pie 
Poached Halibu t 

with chardonnay sauce 

Beverages 

Tea & Coffee 

The Guest Speaker for both Dinner Theatre Evenings, Ma rch 18 & 25 
is the Director of Stepping Out, Linda Hardy . 

Dinner tickets are $19.00 (includes gst.) Theatre tickets must be paid separately. 
For Reservations, please call Sandra Guerreiro at 721-8003 

PHOENIX PHACT: B.F.A. Graduate, Tim Crofton, direct ed the recent Victoria 
Christmas production of Scrooge. He is currently working for The 
Chemainus Theatre Company. 

Haultain Fish & Chips 
Cafe 

1127 Haultain, Victoria 
Phone:383-8332 

For Good l\leasure 
3!Bl Cadhoro Hav Rd., Victoria 

Phone: ~77-MHI 
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If you would like to make a donation to the Phoenix Theatre Award and/or to the Dep artme nt, please mail your 
cheque to the Theatre Man ager, Phoenix Theatre , 
University of Victoria , Box 1700. Victoria. B.C. V8W 2Y2. 
Tax receipts are ava ilable for all donations over $25. 

r--------------------------------7 
I CLIP AND MAIL 

I Donor ($5-$49) ___________ Contributor ($50-$199) _______ _ 

: Performance Sponsor ($200-$499) ____ Benefactors ($500-

Enclosed is my cheque, made payable to the University of Victoria. 1 

I I Name ________________ Address __________ _ 

I 
I 
I 

___________________ P.C. _____ Tel.# ____ _ 

I/We would like to be acknowledged in your program as follows: 

I Many compan ies will match gifts made by employees . Please consult your firm 's Personnel or Corporate Relations office 
I and atta ch a Matching Gift form from your empl oye r, if applicable . Thank You . · ________________________________ J 

OUR ADVERTISERS SUPPORT THE PHOENIX THEATRE ... 
PLEASE SUPPORT OUR ADVERTISERS! 

r--------------------------------7 
PHOENIX PATRONS 

If you are not already on our mailing list and wish to be on it, please fill out the form below and drop 
it off at the Box Office . Our mailing lists are confidential and are for our purposes only. 

Name ______________________________ _ 

Address _______________________ P.C. 
---- --

City ___ ___ ________________ Telephone _____ _ 

L ________________________________ J 

PHOENIX PHACT: Jean Foxall was the winner of the draw for two tickets to 
Orpheus In The Underworld. Enjoy the performance Jean! 
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Free movie channel and TSN sports are 
just one way we treat our guests like stars. 

Look for our blue roof in four of B.Cs 
most popular destinations, where you can 
always expect a "top performance" from 

our cast. You'll appreciate our quality. 
You'll love our rates. 

Vancouver 
Airport 
Victoria 
Kelowna 

Kamloops 
Toll Free 

1-800-663-0298 
(In Vancouver 27J.JJ 11) 

~ 
Stay'll 
Saves 

■ :l•ll·l ·MI I fl 

FIRST•CLASS•FOR•LESS 

C.lliliLLii:') rinii: \Vii:)tCO.l)t i>ininG 
Unique Intimate Dining 

Savour the freshest . Local ingredients . Delicately prepared 
for you enjoyment. 

"Come Let Us Spoil You" 'fr: 381-3433 

DOWNTOWN 
45 BASTION SQUARE 
VICTORIA, B.C. 

478-8311 
3497 Metchosin, Victoria, B.C. V9C 2B1 

KENN B. KARDISH 
(Law Corporation) 

KA RDISH & COMP ANY 
Barristers & Solicitors 

409 - 3960 Quadra Street TEL: (250) 479 -9336 
Victoria, B.C. V8X 4A 3 FAX: (250) 479 -6845 

Tel. (604) 656-7733 
Fax. (604) 656 -5543 

OCEANUS REINFO~ CED PLASTICS LTD. 

DESIGN • TOOLING • FABRICATION 

QUALITY FIBREGLA~ MANUFACTURING 
BOX 2505. SIDNEY, BRITISH C:)LUMBIA . CANADA V8L 324 

Quality You Can Trust 
0 Draft Proofing 
0 Insulation 
0 Doors 
0 Windows 
0 Painting 
0 Renovation 
0 Roofing 
0 Siding 
0 Sunrooms 
0 Waterproofing 

Victoria (250) 475-1066 
Toll Free 1-800-804-5339 

Ch artered Accountants 
Managem e nt Consultants 
Canadian Member F1rr cl 
Grant rno,n 10n 111;1:: .; ... , .,, 

Third Floor 
888 Fort Street 
Victoria, British Columbio 
V8W 1H2 
Tel: (250) 383 -4191 
Fox: (250) 381 -4623 

Doane Raymond ~ 

George P. Jakubowski CA 

Partner 



Dave Wheaton Pontiac Buick GMC Ltd. 

MARTIN KINNEAR 
SALES & LEASING 

2867 Douglas St. at Topaz 
Victoria, B.C. V8T 4M7 

♦ ♦ ♦ GREEN GABLES INN 

"(7) n ~~- 1 I" 
&.Jest \.J/l/ishes. 

850 Blanshard Street Tel. (250) 385-6787 
Victoria, B.C. Fax. (250) 385-5800 
V8W 2H2 Res. 1-800-661-4115 

Best Wi shes 1 

BENNIS bAT«AM 
& ASSEJelATES 
Barri sters & Solicitor s 

210 - 612 View St. 

Victoria , B .C. 'B": 388-7575 

KERRY J. BLAIN* 
Chartered Accountant 

Kerry J. Blain, B.Sc. , C.A. 

540 - 645 Fort Street 
Victoria, B.C. V8W 1 G2 

Telephone : (250) 388-5070 
Fax: (250) 386-6151 

• Denotes on incorpOfofed professiona l 

BUS: (250) 382-7121 
FAX: (250) 382-1962 

I-:. 
""l{:tJ · Prov ince of 
~ British Columbia 

'~p. 
Community Office: 
2736 Ouadra Street 
Victoria, British Columbia 
V8T 4E6 
Telephone: (250) 386-2239 
Fax: (250) 387-2929 

Steve Orcherton, M.L.A. 
(Victoria -Hillside) 
Parliament Buildings 
Victoria, British Columb ia 
V8V 1X4 
Telephone : (250) 387 -2337 
Fax: (250) 387-0827 

Conatltuency Assistant : Jim Herring 
-·,,;,., ··•· 

ROYAL LONDON 
WAX MUSEUM 

"fi": 3SS·'l'UH a.~or Uort• lnformatlou 
Or To nook '\ our Tour. 

HOME OF THE PENNY LANE 
SWEET SHOP 
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